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Redistribution, social insurance and other progressive policies
(e.g., in education …nance) reduce future inequality + can increase
social mobility
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The more so, greater the elasticity of political in‡uence to wealth, the
more so. (Imperfect political systems, state capture)

Back to the Future

Importance or peer and neighborhood e¤ects ) residential and social
strati…cation has e¤ects similar to regressive redistribution (but of
non-…nancial inputs into human and social capital).
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More spatially segregated cities are more unequal and have lower
social mobility (Chetty et al.)
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Inequality and growth can be negatively correlated (but need not be
monotonic)
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Sources of belief distortions / dissonance reduction / “false
consciousness”:
I

“Supply side” : propaganda by those opposed to such policies
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“Demand side”:“belief in a just world,” “system justi…cation”.
Brings in behavioral economics / psychology.
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Need to Bring in Behavioral Economics
Douglass North (1990), Institutions, Institutional Change and
Economic Performance.
Social scientists have incorporated the costliness of
information in their models, but have not come to grips with the
subjective mental constructs by which individuals process
information and arrive at conclusions that shape their choices....
The subjective mental constructs of the participants will
evolve an ideology that not only rationalizes the society’s
structure but accounts for its poor performance. As a result, the
economy will evolve policies that reinforce the existing incentives
and organizations.
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Need more work on the determinants of political attitudes, and in
particular how they vary with individual mobility experiences and
aggregate ‡uctuations, e.g.,
I

Giuliano et al. (2013) “Growing Up in a Recession: Beliefs and the
Macroeconomy”

I

Call to integrate such “belief” questions into panel-data studies.

Di¢ cult issues, settling facts / theories may take time.
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So is all well and fair? No
In multitask setting (short vs. long term, expected return vs. hidden
risks, cooperation vs. backstabbing, etc.), we know that giving
too-high poewred incentives is harmful.
I

Presumably, …rms know it too. So why do they still often give them?
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A fortiori, from social point of view if short-termism, hidden risks, etc.,
have negative social externalities.
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E¢ ciency / social welfare is hump-shaped with respect to the degree
of labor market competition. A given sector or country may fall on
either side. Simple test.
When in region of nefarious “bonus culture”, room for caps on bonus
pay (as fraction of total compensation). May, however, lead to other
distortions. Role for progressive taxation.
Future research: externalities / competition among di¤erent types of
…rms, / industries Some for which poerformance pay is e¤fcienecy
(little unobserved component to e¤ort, e.g., hedge funds), others
where it is not (e.g. traditional banks) forced to follow.
Empirical side: need to looks at di¤erent forms of earnings
di¤erentials, e.g., …xed versus performance-based pay, short-term vs.
deferred compensation.

